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A

digital library is popularly viewed as an electronic version of a public library. But replacing
paper by electronic storage leads to three major differences: storage in digital form, direct
communication to obtain material, and copying from a master version. These differences
in turn lead to a plethora of further differences, so that eventually the digital library no
longer mimics the traditional library. Furthermore, a library is only an element in the
process of creating, storing, culling, accessing, selecting, and distributing information to
customers. While the technical focus of digital library research is on the central functions
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of storage and access, major changes will occur in the
interaction within the new systems.
How soon these changes will occur is hard to predict, but the technological foundations for digital
library structures are in place and the social and organizational changes will follow. Ignoring the new organizational interfaces being brought about by digital
libraries because paper is still dominant is unwise for
authors, editors, publishers, booksellers, and readers.
After all, printing is barely 500 years old, and made
the armies of scribes that existed in the Middle Ages
obsolete. The diminished role of monks as keepers of
knowledge weakened the dominance of the church
and revolutionized the political power structure [14].
We focus on the needs of the customer since services that empower the customer will thrive and systems that frustrate the customer will shrivel. We
define customers as individuals who use information
to make high-level decisions that affect how products
are made, how goods are marketed and sold, how
public and private investments are allocated, down to
individuals making choices about vacation destinations and movies to watch. Note that these customers
are not necessarily identical with the readers of
library material. Decision-makers often get their
information from staff or consultants who read, cull,
integrate, simplify and present alternatives. We have
to include these intermediaries in the system model
with the librarians and editors; they are equally candidates for displacement as electronic networks and
services promote disintermediation.
We are aware of other users who have vital interests
in the publishing enterprise, but are not the customers
we identified. For instance, academic authors have a
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need to publish because it affects their status in the
community. Corporate authors may publish to advertise their company’s prowess. A substantial volume of
writing intends to sway the readers into one viewpoint
or the other, and this article itself can be seen as an
example. But all these works will only have an effect if
they eventually reach a customer: the dean, the purchaser, the allocator of resources. It is quite unlikely
for the dean, the purchaser, the allocator to actually
read the papers (the dean may not admit that)—they
often rely on intermediaries. It is rare that a customer
will be affected by one single document, and yet, the
aggregate power of the written word is strong. The
information path is depicted in Figure 1.
Characteristics of Digital Libraries

A summarization of the critical differences that digital technology brings to information systems follows,
so that we can deduce how the ancillary services will
be affected.
The initial innovation is that the works (books,
magazines, newspapers, records, videos, and the like)
are stored in digital form. New formats and standards
are being devised to deal with the variety and complexity of the information. To what extent traditional
Good Old Paper (GOP) formats should be imitated is
still unclear; there is much good in print media and
documents, but electronic access will rapidly render
many old formats and conventions obsolete. For
instance, some electronic mail programs try to imitate the format of paper letters, with salutations and
white space for aesthetic reasons. Those features
annoy customers who have limited display area on
their computer windows.
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The second innovation is in communication. Lost Services
Readers no longer need to come to a library; they use With the disappearance of traditional publishers, an
electronic methods to have material delivered to author will no longer have publishers available as a
them. A work no longer needs to be kept in one resource to turn to for advice and income. Without ediplace, it will often have linkages to remote subparts tors, vocabulary use can become more diverse, more
and perhaps to executable demonstrations. When original, but also less consistent, making access more difrelying on digital libraries the important social aspect ficult. Computer science publishing, being a new field,
of congregating in a real library building, where one has always suffered from poor vocabulary control, but
can learn from the librarian, friends and colleagues, we expect direct publishing to invade all disciplines. If
drop children off for a story-telling afternoon, or wait editors, librarians, and publishers are bypassed, the cusout a traffic jam in a pleasant atmosphere, will be lost. tomer is deprived of guidance to trustworthy material.
Electronic and virtual surrogates for these social func- The needs for editing, selection, abstracting, and martions are likely to appear, but will no longer be cou- keting literary works continue to exist, but these funcpled to the library. Giving everyone fair access to tions need new locales and new interfaces.
digital libraries must be a concern, and linkages must
The services of a volume-editor in a topic, who ranks,
be rapid and economical [20]. Travel on electronic assembles, and introduces closely related articles into a
roads can also be clogged. Complex documents, collection or a journal has been traditionally bound to
specifically images, occupy wide information lanes, so mass-publishing, since it is based on the expectation that
that traffic and the distribution of digital resources there will be a sufficiently large number of readers and
along the highways remain issues. Technologists are purchasers of the derived work. Assembling a derived
working hard to reduce these barriers. The ability to work from material already online is easy and some
connect to authors and their works directly encour- automatic search robots, such as HARVEST and ALIWEB,
ages disintermediation. The roles of publishers, edi- build listings of online citations to candidate documents
tors, librarians, and research assistants must become
bound to online services to survive.
Figure 2. Participants in the creation,
The third difference is that the material is always
dissemination, and use of information
copied from the master version of the work in the electronic library. That means that the
mechanical aspect of publishing and
printing an inventory of books or magaPublisher
zines can disappear. The copy need not
Decision-maker
be a literal image, but can be processed
Analysts
into a composite of items selected from
multiple source works. The loss of the
mass-production function can cause pubReferees
lishers to disappear. Some authors will
Readers
Librarians
not bemoan that loss, and are happy to
place their works directly on the networks, so that others can access them
Authors
without the months and years of delay
Consultants
Reviewers
that are common now.
All these changes will have wide-ranging effects. With electronic publishing
Booksellers
and distribution, as soon as the author’s
Editors
fingers have left the keys, the material
can be accessed on the World-Wide Web
[3]. It is now accessible to anyone linked
to electronic networks, which reach an
ever-growing portion of the world’s population. relevant to a topic [4]. They do not embody domain
Readers gain by having rapid access, and can skip the expertise. It is not a coincidence that a major initiative
intermediate services of librarians, editors, indexers, in electronic publishing is the Journal of Universal Computer Science [5] since its founder, Hermann Maurer,
and publishers. The citation to [15] is an example.
A major issue associated with these changes is the sees no need to circumscribe its scope more narrowly.
It is clear that the introduction of digital libraries will
management of copyrights in the electronic world,
where traditional concepts, like fixing a work for severely affect the traditional functions of authorship,
long-term archival deposit and dissemination, are editing, publication, critical review, book-selling,
becoming less relevant [11]. We will focus here on libraries, readers, and customers, as sketched in Figure
2. The revolution will not be instantaneous; it is likely to
intermediary services.
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start slowly, but accelerate over time, keeping many participants unaware until they are trapped by obsolescence. There are many examples of patterns of
accelerating change; we recall how trains were affected
by airlines, large American cars were affected by
imports, and businesses along local roads were affected
by the interstate highway network. In each case proprietors of the traditional services remained confident that
these effects would be transient or limited, because proprietors presumed their customers really didn’t want
change. We hear similar arguments today from proprietors of GOP: they point out that managers don’t want
to lose their assistants, that authors don’t want to deal
with typesetting, and that refereed archival works represent the essence of scientific progress.

A

s the redistribution of functions in
the digital libraries occurs, all of
the participants must consider
what their information product is,
apart from its physical manifestation, that is, what added information value is generated by their
efforts. An author, while viewed as primarily a creative
being, also depends greatly on abstracting and reformulating earlier work, especially in scientific areas. An
editor makes the work of a good author accessible,
and filters out poor work. A publisher advances
money to an author, enabling more rapid generation
of material, employs reviewers to help with selecting
authors’ submissions, hires editors, and invests in typesetting, printing, and inventory. Critics assess new
publications, and disseminate their judgments to a
wide audience. The booksellers focus on market
understanding, distribution, and on providing a pleasant environment that encourages people to browse.
The Future in Terms of History

Transmitting information orally and by writing
extends back to pre-history, since the concept of history itself is bound to our ability to record events so
that later generations can connect their lives to those
of their ancestors. We cite three historical analogies.
• The ability to read and write gave priests and
kings power. Today, the ability to create and
understand computer codes empowers computer
hackers. If they are employees, the autonomy
they possess often frustrates their managers. Many
of them freelance and will use the digital libraries
as their means of dissemination. Using electronic
distribution, digital gurus can collect followers
anywhere, relaxing the traditional binding of
influence to land and locality.
• Sharing a spoken language defined communities
and sharing a written language defined nations.
Today, some computer communities are defined
by the computer systems and languages they use.
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Fierce intellectual battles are being fought to
establish that one language is superior to another,
even if they both can express the same computer
program, albeit in more or fewer sentences.
Translation will remain a frequent task, not only
among natural languages. Contextual assumptions
built into languages must be recognized.
• The invention of the printing press broadened
access to writing and led to religious reformations
and political revolutions. Dis- semination of information by facsimile machines has become a
method for publicizing political protests. Networks and digital information handling encourage active participation. The technical barriers to
becoming a popular author are disappearing,
although intellectual ones remain.
We can expect to see new centers of influence and
new communities due to digital technology. To be
productive in the new world individuals now performing information services will have to rethink
their actions. Rethinking means trying to consider
the likely locales of future services and who will provide them. There will be new methods and architectures for the information flow. What will be their
interfaces to the digital libraries?
Growth

There has been a rapid growth of online access to
documents during the past year, and most people
have encountered the “information highway” in publicity, if not experienced it in person. Today thousands of individuals and institutions have homepages
accessible on the Internet. These pages give information about themselves, from the factual to outright
advertisements, and will have pointers to their digital
photographs, their digital papers, and their friends
and institutions. The rate of growth can diminish due
to lack of benefits or access performance bottlenecks.
Estimates of end-customer information use are well
within the total capacity now available on networks.
However, several factors greatly increase this estimate
and can lead to poor performance. First of all, we
now transmit an order of magnitude more material
than we actually read, because the source documents
are rarely structured for efficient use, and are often
highly redundant. Robotic search programs can
place high loads on source sites; new rules of etiquette should be observed [15]. The load increases
further when we transmit images of text instead of
encoded text and process graphics for information
retrieval. But any such bottlenecks will only slow
down the changes that digital libraries are initiating.
Services

Table 1 lists services involved in the distribution of
information from author to customer, so that we can
compare digital methods with those currently in use.

Digital
Not all these services are performed for all works.
For instance, the computer literature is not indexed
using controlled vocabularies, and many works are
only edited by their authors. Domain vocabularies or
ontologies needed for consistent referencing are costly to develop and maintain, requiring many dedicated
individuals in every speciality, and ongoing efforts to
establish agreement. Financial pressures have caused
publishers to scale back on services in general, and it
is often the author who prepares camera-ready copy,
with all figures, layout, and suggested index terms
included. Although the library and librarians focus on
functions in the core of this enterprise, the transition
to the digital world affects all tasks. We cannot, in the
scope of this article, individually analyze the transition
of all the services listed in Table 1. Some of them are
already being performed or aided by remote services,
and those can serve as models for the evolution of
future information processing.
Cataloging

As libraries grew due to print technology, a need
evolved to locate books other than by scanning the
shelves [1], and librarians began making lists cataloging the books. In 1791 the French revolutionary

Libraries

government confiscated many private and monastic
libraries, and to create a union catalog of their possessions they initiated a collection of reference information by ordering the listing of every individual
book on a playing card (reserving aces and deuces for
lengthy titles). The cards were filed in drawers, and
soon became resources themselves. The cards would
be copied, so they could be filed in a drawer arranged
by the authors’ names, in drawers arranged by title,
and in subject drawers. Remington Rand, an ancestor
of the UNISYS computer company, made many of
these drawer cabinets.
In 1901 the U.S. Library of Congress (LoC) started
printing its cards, and made copies available to other
libraries. Specific local information was typed onto the
LoC cards. Over the years complex cataloging rules
have emerged, and “Rule Interpretations” are issued
periodically for U.S. librarians by the LoC. The card
catalogs became increasingly awkward, as well as targets for vandalism, as more people used them. Today
few libraries maintain card catalogs, but the librarians’
knowledge continues to be embodied in the digital
MARC formats that are being distributed and used for
local cataloging. Many libraries today contract their
cataloging to outside services; the Ohio State system

Table 1. Functions in the publishing enterprise.

Service

Example

Provider

Support

Writing
Locating citations
Selecting works
Editing
Graphics
Ontologies
Layout
Composition
Printing, binding
Master cataloging
Storage
Distribution
Local storage
Advertising
Reviewing
Acquisition
Local cataloging
Indexing
Retrieving
Copying
Revenue collection
Validation
Abstracting
Integration
Presentation

this article
reference section
refereeing
spelling, word usage
figures, icons
ACM Classification
figure placing, white space
creating this topic issue
a book
assigning ISBN code
source for orders
physical dissemination
store shelves
brochures, journal ads
critic’s columns
library purchasing
university library
preparing MEDLINE entry
getting a book
class use
copyright fee
contact users cited
executive summary
summary table
viewgraphs

author
library, colleagues
publishers, editors
staff, publisher
staff artist, publisher
professional society (PS)
publisher’s staff
editor-in-chief
printer under contract
Library of Congress (LoC)
publisher
publisher, mailing house
bookstore
publisher, bookstore
publisher, PSs
library staff
library staff, services
funded service
librarian, bookstore clerk
copy center, staff
vendor, copyright center,
consumer staff
consumer staff
consumer staff, consultant
consumer staff

investment (see Table 2)
institution
publishers (pub.)
institution, pub.
institution, pub.
pub.’s editor
pub.
institution, pub.
pub., vanity author
government
publisher
pub., vendor
bookstore sales
book sales
publisher, PSs
institution
institution, LoC
PS, government
institution, bookstore
institution
fraction of sales
user’s institution
user’s institution
user’s institution
user’s institution
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has spawned commercial services that are widely used.
Online access over the Internet is now available, permitting local librarians to rapidly catalog new acquisitions and make them available to readers.
This early use of digital technology illustrates how
communication has shifted local work and authority
to a service provider. However, the available services
focus on books, and much new information worthy of
cataloging will not be in book form.
Editing

Manuscript editing, especially of technical material,
requires knowledge that may not be locally available.
Since many editors are freelancers, some are now
providing these services remotely. Falling by the wayside are the traditional proofreader’s marks, since
their wiggles are hard to encode digitally. However,
no new markup standards for editing have yet
emerged, so that automated tools to record and enter
incremental changes are hard to establish. In direct
communication between a single author and an editor standards may not matter, but it is important for
a publisher to be able to assess the work contributed
by each participant in the process. If there is no publisher to assess and market their work, then editors
may wish to have a pointer to their homepage in the
marked-up manuscript, to serve as quality reference
for subsequent customer inquiries.
Refereeing

A referee invests considerable time in assessing a
work to be published, considers its worth in terms of
quality and originality, attempts to validate its conclusions, and may request clarification of assumptions
that lead to the conclusion. It is rare that an academ-

cially rewarded, if at all. A journal or proceedings may
list its referees annually, and a magazine will list its
editors on the masthead. Seeing one’s name on the
homepage of an electronic publication may be less
satisfying. The referee’s name is rarely accessible to
the readers of an individual work. The isolation is
intended to reduce bias and revenge, but also
reduces the recognition that a good referee deserves.
If the work is rejected, no recognition at all is gained.
Having early access to new work used to be one of the
benefits of refereeing, but with instant electronic
publishing most material is already electronically
available before it has been refereed. Referees’ comments and signatures can be appended to the digital
document, directly or indirectly via links to the referees’ files, as was foreseen in [21]. Recognition of referees’ contributions can provide motivation, and
being part of a team generating an important and
well-written document can actually be exciting.
Much of the communication for the refereeing
process travels via email today, and this speeds up the
refereeing process. But further acceleration puts
pressure on the referee. Proceedings for conferences
have to be refereed within a few months, and the evaluations received by the program committees are
often inconsistent, so that the quality of a paper may
be voted on, which is democratic, but not a good
measure of scientific correctness. Further speed up
will reduce the refereeing quality.
If the pool of responsible and thorough volunteer
referees dries up, which seems likely, other means of
evaluation will have to be found. Changing the
reward system seems to be essential, and both recognition and money may have to be provided. However,
publishers of academic journals do not have funds to

Falling by the wayside are the traditional
proofreader’s marks, since their wiggles are hard to

encode digitally. However, no new markup standards for editing
have yet emerged, so that automated tools to record and enter
incremental changes are hard to establish.
ic paper escapes unscathed from the refereeing
process, and even popular literature is assessed and
modified by professional magazine editors and their
consultants prior to release. The outcome of the refereeing process is rejection or obtaining an imprimatur that the work satisfies the standards of the
publication and the institution or society sponsoring
the publication. The reader of refereed material can
have some confidence that the conclusions are not
misleading, and that it is worthwhile investing effort
in understanding and applying the work.
The effort of the referee is rarely adequately finan90
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spare to improve refereeing, especially as subscriptions to paper publications diminish.
In the electronic future it may be best that a work
remains visible from the moment an author releases
it [9]. Linkages to referees’ comments and names
may be encrypted so that they are not available to all.
Public-key encryption methods can make the annotations available to publication editors or other interested parties, perhaps for a fee. In this approach a
referee may become more like a critic, who signs his
opinions and becomes a respected or hated participant in the information process.

Digital

Libraries

The author may also add secondary annotations, term will differ even in closely related domains. As
accepting or rejecting referees’ remarks. A new read- sketched in Figure 3, the list of Employees typically
er can access the revised version without necessarily differs between the Payroll application and Personseeing the annotations. An editor-in-chief of a refer- nel. Personnel may include contractors’ workers who
eed publication can decide when a paper has are not being paid through the payroll, and the Payreceived enough analysis and decide to bless the roll may include retired staff, of little interest to Perrevised paper or ask the author for a revision. An sonnel. Knowledge of the domain context is
accepted paper can have a further annotation important in understanding the meaning of terms.
attached. The acceptance is attached to this particu- Once the domain is identified, perhaps through
lar version. Further revisions may be made, of course, matching of term usage [18], it can be used also to
and should be encouraged, although the
acceptance will remain with the earlier
fixed work. Forward and backward linkages will allow readers to navigate
Supplier A
Inventory
through the versions.
Since anyone should be free to attach
Synonyms
comments to a paper, the quality of the
“valve” = “faucet”
comments or the commentators cannot
Different words
be assured. There may be a need for a
for same stuff
Antonyms
meta-service, which identifies trustworthy
referees and their areas of expertise. That
Personnel
service can be used to filter comments for
Software
Payroll
readers that wish such a restriction—
other filtering services can be envisaged.
Scope Differences
Indexing

Domain-specificity

“employee”
“mediator”
The creation of indexes to bibliographic
material is a service that adds much value;
it greatly increases the precision and completeness of subsequent retrievals. A
Different subsets of
Same word with
prime example of high-quality and comthe same population
different meaning
prehensive indexing is that provided by
the U.S. National Library of Medicine
(NLM). Using a thesaurus (MESH) that is regularly
Figure 3. Terminological differences
updated, certified indexers at several specialized sites
provide entries from the MESH vocabulary for use in
the indexes used for NLM MEDLINE systems. The resolve ambiguous terms, since such terms are typienvironment provided by MEDLINE is not only help- cally well defined within a domain.
ful when searching for information, it also provides a
It does appear that indexing services can be much
motivation for consistent use of terminology in med- improved by greater use of standard ontologies and
icine and reduces overlapping research and wasted computing-intensive analysis. The domain expertise
efforts. It is now being extended to cover medical of the person managing and maintaining such a serterms from non-bibliographic applications [19]. Most vice adds value to the process.
fields in science do not have such quality services; in
computer science many redundant or near-redun- Result Processing
dant terms are used and searching for the right ref- The processing of retrieved documents, through validaerences depends on luck, and is usually best tion, abstraction, integration, and presentation, is also a
accomplished by interrogating colleagues.
candidate for services by specialists. Most end-users need
When dealing with multiple domains no consisten- more than rapid access to documents: Decision-makers
cy of terminology can be expected or even advocated. today depend on their staffs to analyze, abstract, and
Since the knowledge in many domains is changing rank alternatives according to their world view.
To transform data from a library to customer inforrapidly, the freedom to identify new concepts and bind
them to new terms or to redefine old terms has to be mation one would first collect references to candidate
supported. Even the efforts made by the NLM cannot documents, using indexes provided by expert services.
The quality of documents may be validated, perhaps
assure consistency over subdomains in medicine.
Using the same terms to describe concepts still using referees’ annotations as referred to earlier, other
does not assure consistency of factual information in citations, such as those collected by the Science Citadatabases [25]. For instance, the scope assigned to a tion Index service; or linkages to demonstrations.
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The essence of a document may have to be
abstracted for the customer [2]. Automation of
abstraction is a difficult problem, and needs domain
expertise. Perfection in abstraction is not essential,
since digital abstracts will contain embedded references to the source documents. There is success
today with specialized documents, using metamodels
as a basis. Examples are the creation of comparison
tables from K-10 reports submitted by businesses at
Price Waterhouse [16], the processing of military
messages, and the creation of problem summaries
from medical records [7].
Important decisions are always based on multiple
sources, and material from many documents has to be
integrated. Such integration may best be performed
from the abstracts, since they exhibit some commonality of structure. The source documents obtained can be
classified and ranked. Eventually a summary abstract
needs to be generated, with embedded linkages to all
relevant documents and their annotations. Finally,
effective presentation may have to be produced. Online
presentations can retain those linkages.
Today these tasks are performed by librarians,
consultants, and staff. It is unclear how such processing will be partitioned in the future. Speed is
likely to be a major concern, and the services will
have to compete with the capabilities that the customer can marshall without going to outside services. It is obvious that digital services will all be
online, and accessible through networks.
Processing data into information requires that the

service is responsive to the customer. One approach
is to design processing methods that are specific to a
type of customer, and hope that the market is sufficiently large and that many customers so typed will
use the service. A more general approach would be to
interpret a model of the customer’s needs, and match
that against available data to maximize relevance.
Such a model of user needs is typically a hierarchy,
since feasible solutions to real problems invariably
follow a succession of divide-and-conquer paradigms.
New Services

We referred to traditional models for the added-value
services that were listed, but in time a plethora of new
services can become available.
Online Revenue Collection

To support the library enterprise, money has to flow
into the system (see Table 2). Where broad public
access is desirable, government may provide support,
just as it now supports public libraries. Authors typically receive a negotiated fraction of sales from commercial publishers. The publishers receive sales
income and copyright fees. For performances of
works, fees are collected by organizations as the
American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP), who distribute the fees to the owners of the rights. While the flow of the revenue stream
is torturous, adequate funds do flow through the system to support the publishing enterprise. Many
authors and readers are able to ignore the specifics of

Table 2. Current and potential revenue collections paths.

Service

Collection

Distribution

Recipient

Personal investment
Employer
Philantropy
Commercial investment
Government
Page charges
Book purchase
Book order
Periodical subscription
Digital subscription
Periodical copy purchase
Advertising
Periodical article copy
Article or figure reuse
Personal article reuse
Performance
Digital copying
Protected digital copying
Freeware copying

author’s savings
institutional income
bequests, donations
publisher’s advance
taxes
publisher
bookstore
wholesaler
professional society
professional society
publisher
commercial publisher
Copyright Clearance Center
publisher
free
owner’s representative
none
networked fee collectors
direct by owners

author
manager’s time allocation
committee, angel
publisher
funding agencies
publisher
publisher
publisher
academic publisher
publisher
publisher
publisher
publisher
publisher
n.a.
as ASCAP
none
digital publishers
direct by users

author)
researcher, author
author
author
researcher, author
printer, publisher
printer, author
printer, author
printer, publisher
publisher
printer, publisher
printer, publisher
publisher
publisher, author
free to the reader
author, composer
free to the reader
rights holders
rights holders
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DL Copyright Management

Library of Congress
Copyright Office

unique
id

Rights System

Work Repositories

requests

Authors
Publishers

exclusive
rights
Rightsholders

Readers
Libraries

use
rights

Consumers

courtesy of CNRI

Figure 4. Electronic copyright management; adapted from [12]

the system, and have delegated their rights and reimbursements to the publishers.
The services discussed in this article will require
fees from customers. The fee for a unit of service
must be fairly low, since many services will be needed
to support decisions. Several proposals for low-cost,
electronic revenue collection have been made; for
instance, by the Coalition for Electronic Markets [6],
and several firms will now carry online accounts
against which charges can be debited.
Protecting copyrights requires being able to determine identity and ownership of a digital work in a reliable way. Having unique identifiers independent of
media and format transformations is a problem now
being addressed [12]. However, the technological barriers will be overcome if there is willingness by authors,
publishers, consumers, and the Copyright Clearance
Center of the U.S. Library of Congress (LoC) to cooperate, as shown in Figure 4. It should, in the future, not
be necessary to physically deposit two copies of one’s
work at the LoC to have proof of originality.
The concept of performance of a work is seen by
some to match the action of making a digital copy for
oneself, leading to adaptation of the existing concepts for revenue collection from performances. The
current copyright law does not require payment for
performances in certain deserving venues, such as
veterans’ hospitals—applying these rules to a digital
world will not be easy.
Proposed changes to the copyright laws to cover digital copying broaden the restrictions to enable protection using current technology [23]. But these

restrictions go beyond current practice and engender
opposition [13]. At the same time the European Mathematics Society presents arguments in favor of free
access to electronic publications, including author’s
preprints of all works submitted to be published in
paper journals, leaving to publishers and libraries the
costs and income of making paper copies. Their report
states that the costs of services other than writing, refereeing, and printing “are small” [9]. In that view, a
small community can acquire its limited number of
readers without the interposition of a publisher.

T

he ACM plans to provide access to
its material free for its paying subscribers. The fixed, final copies will
be held by ACM but be made available for downloading and linking.
A number of details must still be
resolved. For instance, the ACM,
and many other professional societies have multiple
classes of subscribers, including members of only a
single Special Interest Group. The authentication of
membership for all these categories is a technical
hurdle not yet overcome. Non-members may have to
pay copyright fees. The success of this approach will
depend on the quality of the access service, so that
authors and their institutions will find it convenient
and effective to delegate digital distribution.
It is crucial that digital library services such as cataloging, editing, refereeing, indexing, and processing
are designed to enable online revenue collection. Most
current prototypes of digital libraries are supported by
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM
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the government, and many of the source documents
are public and their use is free. Refereeing is provided
using the traditional, unreimbursed approach. It will
be important that future experiments include revenue
collection, although customers may be unhappy to pay
for what used to be free. Free services are expected
when customers deal with government data, but it is
unlikely that quality value-added services using such
data can be delivered without cost to the recipient.
Image Search

Pictures, graphics, and photographs are important
representations of information. Images collected in
libraries are now located by specifying some external
parameters; for instance, satellite images can be located by naming the spacecraft, the observing instrument, the orbit number, and the longitude. This
meta-information says little about the image content
itself. Locating images instead by their content (i.e.,
forest areas that are being clear-cut, or x-rays showing
certain abnormalities) requires much knowledge,
and the supporting programs are likely to be candidates for improvement for many years to come.
Image-based retrieval services can deliver substantial
added value for users that access image data.
To search for images by their content the image
itself has to be processed so that the contained objects
can be identified. A two-stage approach seems viable
for automation, and early products are appearing [10]:
• The images in the library are analyzed to recognize objects or features of objects. Features used
include color distributions, texture, line-segment
patterns and orientation, basic shapes as circles,
rectangles, and the like. The features are captured in comprehensive indices for each image.
• When the image file is to be searched, the
requester shows or sketches an example of the
object. A corresponding search index key is created, and may be edited. Retrieval using this key
generates a ranked list of images according to the
match of key features versus file indices [10]. For
instance, houses seen from space are mainly composed of rectangles that have areas of about 10 to
1,000 square meters and edge ratios from 0.2 to 5.
The definition and selection of features, and the
weight to be assigned to them, require the insight of
domain specialists. For instance, a search for agricultural features in multispectral images obtained from
space will differ from a search for clothes in a sales
catalog. Here is again the potential for providing an
online service, since image libraries will comprise an
important fraction of future digital libraries.
Dynamic Books

Many books are prepared by multiple authors, and
composed for presentation. Textbooks, even those
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written by a single author, consist of distinct chapters,
and are organized so that a student or teacher can
skip those chapters that are not relevant. A paper
book that contains all possibly relevant material gets
heavy, costly, and awkward. Some publishers
(McGraw-Hill, for example) now allow such books to
be composed from selected chapters to order, specifically those destined for classroom use.
It is a small step to move to dynamic books, where
a skeleton designating the candidate chapters is predefined, but the actual chapters are obtained from
digital resources when needed. The chapters would
be latest versions, and convey the most-up-to-date
knowledge. Some anticipatory planning will be
required to assure consistency. A cross-reference to a
chapter that is not included has to become a remote
link, to be followed only if the reader wants to
explore outside topics. The table of contents and the
index of a dynamic book might include all candidate
chapters, with indications to distinguish chapters
seen and optional chapters. The bibliography may
only collect entries of chapters that have actually
been obtained.
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s the source chapters are revised,
dynamic books can remain up-todate to an extent that is not feasible with paper books. For revised
chapters, some cross-references
may be confusing. Including timestamps with such references can
help, and enable the reader to go back to past,
archived versions of the chapter.
Unless the reader controls the entire composition
of a dynamic book, there are now two levels of authors,
the editing author, who defined the range of candidate compositions and is responsible for coherence
and completeness of the material and the linkages and
the base authors, who have written, and maintain, the
individual chapters. The editing author and the base
author both contribute, and deserve intellectual and
financial rewards for their efforts. The traditional copyright mechanisms need to be adapted to digital
libraries and the new dissemination methods that are
enabled by the digital highways. Revenue collection
has to deal with the diversity of contributors.
Rural Access

There will still be the underserved, for whom the free
libraries provided relief in the past. People who live far
from the main “information highways” now pay high
access charges, in the form of rural telephone tolls,
which can cost more to reach the nearest town than
the price of an interstate connection. In the 1930s the
Rural Electrification Service Administration helped
bring light and appliances to every farm. Its bureaucracy still exists in the Department of Agriculture and
spends over $140 million per year. It might find a jus-
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tification for its existence in repeating its success in the
next century by disseminating information rather than
power to rural communities.
Conclusion

The functions of a library are to acquire works, store
them, make the works available to the reader, and reimburse the author and the publisher for their efforts.
Expected changes of these functions as digital library
technology takes hold have been discussed, but no
clear picture exists of the future nor of its arrival time.
Changes in technological capability are rapid, and are
being adopted in a piecemeal manner. Government
support for digital libraries can only help in providing
some examples of new technology, to be adopted if
their use will improve quality or broaden access, but
cannot guarantee acceptance or conformance.
Today computer storage, processing capacity,
transmission, and presentation of literary text greatly
exceeds the capabilities of previous methods. The
entry of pre-existing documents remains tedious.
Most current works are prepared using computers, so
that recent material can easily be made available.
Many of these works are being created with linkages,
and past, unlinked works will become rapidly unused.
Important past works will be entered and stored
somewhere on the net and become available online.
The publishing enterprise will experience the greatest disruption. Its members will only be able to survive
if they learn to focus on the value they are providing.
Those values are likely to be domain-specific as well
[17]. Today many publishers are responding to calls for
more scientific information by increasing the number
of publications, and raising the prices of the journals
because of fewer subscribers for each of these publications. The effects of tight budgets and higher costs
force many libraries and individuals to cancel subscriptions and have initiated a vicious spiral where in the
end only a few paper copies of a work will be sold, and
the remaining distribution will be by copying and interlibrary loan. Interlibrary loan is also simplified through
the use of networks [8]. Given this situation, independent digital library services may flourish.
Digital revenue collection will become routinely
available, although its formats and distribution paths are
still quite unclear. The alternative, having free services,
will invariably lead to overuse, imbalances, and access
restrictions based on allocation rules. The experience of
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many disciplines, namely that dealing with overuse leads
to reduction of quality, is likely to be true here as well.
Commercial publications, supported mainly by
advertising revenue, will feel the pinch from other
influences. Some advertising revenue is already flowing
today to the few cable shopping channels. When these
services become interactive, allowing customers to
browse through domains of interests, ask specific questions on, for example, quality assessment, from an independent source, see demonstrations online and the
like, then revenues of GOP service publications will be
severely affected. The only advertisers that may remain
are perfume makers, with their printed odor-strips, for
which I have not yet seen a digital replacement.
Problems to be faced will include compliance with
standards and protection of intellectual property as
works are composed of widely distributed linkages,
and value-added services are interposed at many
intermediary stages. Publishers now perform a function of process-management and cohesion, tied to a
paper-based publishing process. If they can adjust,
the same role may be viable in the electronic world,
where no paper master copies exist.
Improved response times will be expected throughout the system. Calling in consultants as intermediaries
for selection, editing, refereeing, and similar tasks and
obtaining their output weeks or months later will not be
feasible. The issues and possible solutions presented
here have been discussed for some time, but the rapidly increasing use of networks for information access may
make new services economically viable. New opportunities will develop for innovators who can provide responsive and high-quality online services, and who learn to
use electronic mediation tools effectively [24].
It remains hard to predict how rapidly the change
to intensive use of digital libraries and other network
services will occur. With responsive and economical
services providing quality information, making customers more productive, the growth of online information use will continue.
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